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seated on a throne brings back Ratnamafijarl   Prthvi-
candra then marries the princess; and rejoicings follow.
Prthvicandra and Somadeva soon thereafter listen to
a recital of the life of Dharmnatha Tirthankara, from
which they receive religious inspiration. Prthvicandra and
RatnamaSjari return to Paithana, where, in course of time,
a son is born to them. The king then takes Jaina vows.
VII
In spite of the loss of royal patronage, the sadhus conti-
nued to pursue their literary activities in Samskrta,
which, however, left the classic groove and ran in popular
channels. Following the footsteps of Hemacandra and
Somaprabha, they created a new mythology for their
faith out of the legends of Kumarapala and Hemacandra,
many of which had already attained absurd proportions.
The works belonging to this period which have been
the main source for later literature of its kind are: (1)
Prabhfivakacaritra by Prabhacandra and Pradyumna (1278);
(2) Prabahdhacinffimani by Merutufiga (1303-1306); and (3)
Caturvimsatiprabahdha by Rajasekhara (134849). The first
is a collection of twenty-two legendary lives of Jaina
teachers and includes one of Hemacandra. The second
contains a^ series of episodes concerning, among others,
Vikrama, Salivahana, Vanaraja, Mufija of Dhara, Bhoja of
Ujjayim, Bhima, Siddharaja, Kumarapala and Hemacandra.
The third is on the same lines as the second.
PrdbahdhadhtUmani is by far the best of the three in
style and treatment, as also in wealth of historical material.
Though mainly in Samskrta prose, it contains interesting
quotations from Apabhransa literature. The language is at
places full of inaccuracies and desi words, and the work, as
a whole, is not of a high literary order. The anecdotes are
full of anachronisms, omissions and bias, making them
unreliable as historical documents. But the author never
pretended to write any history.
The old stories do not delight persons of understanding as they have
heard them very often; hence, I am compiling this Prabandhadnfamani
which contains detailed information about the good men who lived nearer
our times. All prabandhas, as the learned recite them according to their
understanding, become different in character; clever people, therefore,
should not criticise this work, as it is based on good tradition.
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